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Bob Dylan: Mixing Up the Medicine is a feast. This tour de force takes you page by page through the many decades of Dylan World.
— Tom Freston, Founder, MTV

[A] lavishly illustrated collection of archival treasures....

The artifacts here are full of history.... Luminous.
— New York Times Book Review

In the end, this first major book publication by the Dylan Archive makes a large part of the books published about Dylan de facto superfluous.
— Max Dax, Die Welt

The bible for Dylanologists around the world.
— Le Monde M Magazine, October 22, 2023 (Cover Story)

This extraordinary book showcases the Bob Dylan Center and the artist himself. It introduces enticing new scholarship in the Dylan historiography to be studied and celebrated for generations to come.
— Library Journal

At once comprehensive and enigmatic... a fascinating, kaleidoscopic portrait of an American icon.
— Shelf Awareness

I can say, categorically, that this is the most ambitious, comprehensive, and beautifully constructed book ever published about the man.
— HOW TO TICKLE YOURSELF with Duff McDonald Podcast

With great pleasure, Dylanologists are getting bogged down in a new luxury volume with pieces from the Dylan archives.
— Perlentaucher

Book of the Year

This book of treasures from the Bob Dylan Center in Tulsa, Oklahoma, is a catalogue of beautiful ephemera that functions as a living memorial to its subject, while also illustrating the depths of Dylan’s creativity.
— Uncut, The Review of 2023

Bob Dylan: Mixing Up the Medicine is a feast. This tour de force takes you page by page through the many decades of Dylan World.
— Tom Freston, Founder, MTV

All orders one unit or above for 9781734537796
Bob Dylan: Mixing up the Medicine title, no cap.
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